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The storage of ultracold spin-polanzed hydrogen atoms offers the possibility of producing a high intensity nuclear polarized
atomic hydrogen jet. We stored electron spin polarized atomic hydrogen at 0 .4 K m an open 5 T magnetic storage cell We also
observed directly, for the first time, the extraction of hydrogen atoms from the storage cell by flipping their spins using a microwave
driven transition . The results are being used to design a high intensity jet of nuclear polarized atomic hydrogen to be used as an
internal target m the 400 GeV to 3 TeV UNK accelerator .
Spin effects in proton-proton collisions are now
usually investigated with external polarized proton
beams and solid cryogenic polarized proton targets . [1]
A polarized proton gas jet target would allow such
experiments to be performed with a circulating beam in
a storage ring . Since a jet target contains only pure
hydrogen, it eliminates the difficulty in discriminating
against the background from the bound nucleons in a
conventional solid target. This greatly simplifies the
study of exclusive reactions and is essential to the study
of inclusive reactions. Present atomic beam production
techniques [2] allow a maximum target thickness of
approximately 10 12 atoms/cm2. For many high energy
physics experiments this is too small by a factor of 100
to provide an adequate event rate . Methods of produc-
ing thicker polarized hydrogen gas targets have been
recently reviewed [3] .
Electron spin-polanzed atomic hydrogen has been
accumulated [41 in magnetic storage bottles with densi-
ties in excess of 10 18 atoms/cm3. Kleppner and Niiniko-
ski [5] proposed that a high density atomic hydrogen
beam could be produced by using electron spin reso-
nance (ESR) pumping to extract hydrogen atoms from a
magnetic storage bottle . Such a microwave driven ex-
traction process could provide an intense low velocity
atomic beam with a narrow velocity distribution . With
such a beam it should be possible to attain a target
thickness of about 10 1° atoms/cm2 by using magnetic
focusing . We report here the first direct observation of
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an electron spin-polanzed atormc hydrogen beam
formed by nucrowave extraction from a 0.4 K atomic
hydrogen gas stored to a 5 T magnetic field [6] . The
ESR transition was driven by 140 GHz microwave
radiation.
Electron spin-polarized atomic hydrogen can be
stored at high densities over relatively long time periods
since two hydrogen atoms with their spins aligned can-
not recombine to form a molecule . Both storage and a
high degree of electron spin polarization can be achieved,
in a high magnetic field (>_ 5 T) and at low tempera-
tures ( < 0.5 K) since the magnetic energy of a hydrogen
atom, approximately pe B, is then considerably larger
than the thermal energy kT. In an external magnetic
field the four energy states of the hydrogen atom ground
state are labeled a, b, c, and d to order of increasing
energy . Atoms to the lower energy a and b states are
trapped in a high magnetic field region whereas the c
and d states are expelled [7] .
Of the four possible transitions that convert a or b
state atoms to c or d state atoms only the transitions a
to d and b to c are allowed one photon transitions . At a
field of 5 T both transition frequencies are near 140
GHz; their frequency difference is approximately equal
to the hyperfine splitting of 1420 MHz. If either of
these transitions is pumped, then c or d state atoms are
generated in the trapping volume. These atoms diffuse
into the field gradient regions at the ends of the volume ;
if the atoms do not recombine, they are then ejected
forming a nuclear and electron polarized atomic beam
with a velocity of about 240 m/s and a narrow velocity
spread of about 20 m/s . Spin exchange processes such
as d + b H a + c with trapped a and b state atoms may
reduce the nuclear polarization [8] . However, full elec-
tron spin polarization will still be maintained . Several
authors [8-10] have observed the decay of the a and b
populations when shining resonant microwave radiation
into closed storage cells where the ejection of the c and
d state was not possible .
Our apparatus, shown in fig. 1, was designed specifi-
cally to develop the technique of producing a high
density atomic hydrogen beam by microwave driven
extraction . The vertical section contained a continuous
flow dilution refrigerator with a cooling power of 27
mW at 0.35 K . The storage cell was a horizontal
double-walled copper tube with an internal diameter of
48 mm. The space between the two walls formed the
mixing chamber of the dilution refrigerator. The storage
cell was open at both ends and thus allowed the hydro-
gen feed and the microwave input hardware to be
separated from the extraction region . The cell was
mounted inside the bore of an 8 T superconducting
solenoid, which has a magnetic field uniformity of 10-5
over a 10 mm diameter sphere .
Hydrogen atoms were produced in a rf dissociator.
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Fig. 1 . Prototype jet apparatus .
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They were cooled to a temperature of approximately 30
K and then guided to the low temperature region in a
Teflon-coated copper tube . A fast temperature transi-
tion was then made to a tube which was cooled to a
temperature of approximately 0.5 K by the final heat
exchanger of the refrigerator . All cold surfaces were
stably coated by a 4He film with a 5 nm estimated
thickness at a partial helium pressure of a few 10-4 Pa.
The helium film prevented rapid recombination of the
atomic hydrogen [111 .
The cold atoms were then guided into the fringe field
of the solenoid where electron-spin selection takes place .
Atoms in states a and b were accelerated towards the
maximum field region at the center of the solenoid,
while states c and d were repelled . After thermalization
by gas and wall collisions states a and b were trapped
axially by the magnetic field and radially by the cyhn-
drical storage cell walls . Microwaves were injected from
the left in fig. 1 and we detected atoms in states c or d
that exited toward the right . At this extraction end the
storage cell extended only to the point of maximum
field gradient where the magnetic field is about half of
the maximum field in the center . This represents a
compromise between maximizing the trapping effi-
ciency and minimizing the number of wall collisions of
the extracted atoms.
The microwave radiation, which was produced by a
Varian Extended Interaction Oscillator, had a frequency
in the range of 139 to 141 GHz and a total power level
of up to 60 mW at the horn. It was fed into the cell via
a horn, which was cooled to 4 .2 K and mounted 20 mm
from one end of the storage cell . The microwave
frequency stability was better than 5 X 10-5 .
We installed two types of detectors to observe the
extracted atomic hydrogen beam . The thermal detector
measured the thermal energy of 4.5 eV, which was
released when two hydrogen atoms recombined on its
surface . This detector was made of copper and operated
at a temperature of 4 .2 K . At this temperature the
specific heat of copper is very small and the sticking
time of hydrogen atoms on the surface is long enough to
ensure a high probability of recombination . For the
intial extraction tests a solid 42 mm diameter disc was
used. We later used a ring with a 44 mm outer diameter
and an inner diameter of 22 mm together with the
compression tube detector described below . A series of
10 mm deep circular baffles were soldered onto the
backplane to increase the hydrogen capture probability .
The thermal detectors were coupled to a 4.2 K heat sink
via a thermal resistance which gave a 1 K temperature
rise for an incident flow of 2.4 X 1015 atoms/s assuming
100% recombination efficiency . The measured time con-
stant of the thermal detectors was then approximately 4
s . The temperature rise was measured with a Au + 0.07%
Fe-Chromel thermocouple which gives an emf of 12.6
pV/K at 4.2 K . An electric heating wire was wound




around the rim of the detectors to allow periodic
calibration.
The compression tube detector was located down-
stream of the storage cell as shown in fig. 2; it measured
the increase of the partial pressure of molecular hydro-
gen in an enclosed volume whose only opening was a 1
cm diameter tube which was 19 cm long . Assuming that
all the hydrogen atoms recombined, the molecular hy-
drogen pressure, as measured by a quadrupole mass
spectrometer, was proportional to the flow of atomic
hydrogen into the compression tube opening. The detec-
tor was calibrated by bleeding molecular hydrogen into
the volume at a measured rate . The detector entrance
was movable between 17 cm and 31 cm downstream
from the end of the storage cell .
Since neither of these detectors gave information on
the spin state of the extracted atoms, we installed a
sextupole magnet spin filter which focused atoms in the
c and d states and defocused the other states [12] .
Hence, the focusing of extracted atoms by the sextupole
was a clear signal for the presence of the c or d state
atoms. The sextupole magnet was 10 cm long with 15
mm bore iron pole tips, and was located to overlap the
movement range of the compression tube detector .
We first mounted the disc-shaped thermal detector
with its face 2 cm downstream of the storage cell. Even
with no resonant microwave radiation we observed a
signal on the thermal detector due to hydrogen atoms
leaking out of the storage cell. With a magnetic field of
5 T at the center of the solenoid, the signal decayed
with a time constant of approximately 21 s after the
hydrogen feed was turned off. The decay time at zero
field was shorter than the 4 s time constant of the
detector . This demonstrated clearly that storage did
occur.
The first extraction tests were made with continuous
inputs of both microwave power and atomic hydrogen .
The 140 GHz microwave radiation itself produced a
very stable signal in the thermal detector of about 0.4
mW when the microwave power level at the horn was 30
mW. The magnetic field was then ramped through the
ESR transitions near 5 T. Fig. 3 shows a typical signal
from the thermal detector obtained by first raising and
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Fig. 2. Layout of the storage cell and extracted beam detectors.
then lowering the magnetic field. The two peaks in each
ramp correspond to the a - d and b -> c transitions [7].
The separation of the peaks in fig. 3 was measured to be
510 ± 10 G, agreeing well with the calculated separation
of 507 G or 1420 MHz due to the hyperfine splitting.
The sharp edges at the low field side of the peaks
correspond to the rapid change of hydrogen extraction
as the center of the trap suddenly passes into or out of
the resonance condition. In the tail on the high field
side, the resonance region slowly moved towards the
edges of the trap . We compared the size of the peaks
with electric pulses applied to the calibration heater of
the thermal detector . We observed repeatedly peaks that
corresponded to an instantaneous flow of 1016 atoms/s
[13] .
We used the combination of the compression tube
detector and the 15 mm bore sextupole magnet to
determine the electron spin state population of the
extracted hydrogen atoms. When both the microwave
frequency and the magnetic field were kept fixed to
drive the a - d transition, hydrogen atoms were ex-
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Fig. 4. The sextupole-on to sextupole-off ratio of the compres-
sion tube detector response is plotted against the detector
position measured from the upstream face of the sextupole.
The errors show the variations of repeated measurements
signal from the ring-shaped thermal detector and used it
to correct for changing hydrogen feed conditions . Fig. 4
shows the sextupole-on to sextupole-off ratio of the
atomic beam flow measured along the beam axis with a
sextupole pole tip field of 0.12 T. Theobserved focusing
effect due to the sextupole clearly demonstrates the
presence of c and d state atoms. The three curves in fig.
4 are the result of a calculation [14], which tracked c, d
and an equal mixture of c and d state atoms from the
center of the storage cell to the detector . The data
points are in good agreement with the tracking calcula-
tions demonstrating not only that the extracted hydro-
gen atoms are electron spin polarized, but also that they
have the expected velocity of 240 m/s. The data may
also suggest that the extracted atoms are still mostly in
the d state and thus still have nuclear polarization . If
true, this would suggest that spin exchange processes
were not important.
Thus, we have directly observed for the first time an
extracted beam of electron spin polarized atomic hydro-
gen obtained by driving an ESR transition with micro-
waves. The measured properties of the microwave ex-
tracted atomic beam are in good agreement with the
expected formation of a slow, monoenergetic jet of spin
polarized hydrogen atoms. Nuclear polarization can then
easily be obtained by a standard rf transition unit as is
used in a conventional atomic beam source. If the
emerging atomswere magnetically focused into a 0.5 cm
wide beam spot the measured flow of 1016 atoms/s
would result in a thickness of approximately 1012
atoms/cm2. These first results, obtained with this proto-
type device, are already comparable with densities ob-
tained with conventional atomic beam sources. We are
using these prototype studies to help design a high
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density jet. We plan to use this high density ultracold
spin polarized atomic hydrogen jet as an internal target
in the 400 GeV to 3 TeV UNK accelerator at Protvino,
USSR, as part of the NEPTUN-A [15] and NEPTUN
[16] experiments which will study spin effects in pro-
ton-proton scattering .
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